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With Christ in the School of Prayer 2016-08-09 the disciples had been with christ and seen him pray they had learnt to understand
something of the connection between his wondrous life in public and his secret life of prayer they had learnt to believe in him as a
master in the art of prayer none could pray like him and so they came to him with the request lord teach us to pray and in after years
they would have told us that there were few things more wonderful or blessed that he taught them than his lessons on prayer and
now still it comes to pass as he is praying in a certain place that disciples who see him thus engaged feel the need of repeating the same
request lord teach us to pray as we grow in the christian life the thought and the faith of the beloved master in his never failing
intercession becomes ever more precious and the hope of being like christ in his intercession gains an attractiveness before unknown
and as we see him pray and remember that there is none who can pray like him and none who can teach like him we feel the petition
of the disciples lord teach us to pray is just what we need and as we think how all he is and has how he himself is our very own how
he is himself our life we feel assured that we have but to ask and he will be delighted to take us up into closer fellowship with himself
and teach us to pray even as he prays
Principles of Prayer 2001-03-01 learn how to pray with power charles finney s ministry rolled like a spiritual shock wave across the
american landscape in the nineteenth century he attributed his effectiveness in large part to prayer now his superb insights are
condensed and collected in a single book principles of prayer provides a 40 day devotional study for those desiring to pray with power
and see results each daily reading through meditation application and prayer will help you grow to christian maturity charles g finney
widely acknowledged as one of america s foremost evangelists was a great man of prayer as well over half a million people were
converted under his ministry in the 800s
The Power of Prayer 2007-07-01 prayer is one thing that all religions have in common but why you should pray how to pray when to
pray where to pray and who you are praying to is very important this book will give you a better understanding about prayer the
power of prayer according to the word of god is a book that is recommended for all people young and old who want to be successful and
breakthrough in life it is a book for all who desire god s intervention in their lives it will energize and effectively impact your prayer
life which will allow you to posses your possessions to live a worriless life to have peace in your marriage and family to receive god s
forgiveness to help you to bring many to the lord and it will help you to defeat satan s attacks it is a book that will open your eyes to
the promises of god concerning his children and it will also give you a better understanding on how to use the word of god in prayer
this book is very easy to use each topic contains an introduction prayer points and bible memory verses each prayer point in this book
can be repeated as often as possible because there is power in prayer as you use this book may god garment you with the power of
prayer in jesus name amen the author is an ordained evangelist she was the leader of the prayer ministry of christ apostolic church
vineyard of comfort canada for many years she is the daughter of pastor amos o aiyenero and mrs s aiyenero she attended canada
christian college and graduated with a master of theological studies and is presently working as a chaplain the author is a woman of
prayer who wants everybody to be impacted by the power of prayer by using the word of god by the grace of god she is blessed with
a wonderful husband four children and several grandchildren
The Power of Prayer 2000-08-01 the power of prayer prayer is the answer to the poverty and powerlessness that have infested the
church of christ by example jesus demonstrated the power of prayer and all that can be accomplished through prayer and he promises
that the same power is available today experience a close relationship with god have god s power in your christian walk know god s
will for your life eliminate hindrances to prayer receive all that god has for you as you tap into the power of prayer you will see lives
and circumstances all around you begin to change
A Book of Prayer 2006-01-01 author stormie omartian has inspired millions toward a deeper faith and prayer life through her
bestselling books more than 10 million copies in print including the power of a prayingtm series in this beautifully bound milano
softone edition of a book of prayer stormie shares a special selection of these prayers with those desiring closer communication with god
a book of prayer provides an entire year s worth of short encouraging prayers readers can use to start their own life changing
conversations with god each prayer includes a scripture verse to draw people into the father s presence as they lift up prayers of
thanksgiving forgiveness wholeness healing and love this compact book makes a perfect gift of inspiration for any occasion
The Way of Prayer 2006 it s said that prayer is so primal an urge for humankind that we re born into the world praying yet
something so natural and seemingly so easy comes hard sometimes the way of prayer is a 10 week small group study about the nature
practice and results of prayer all prayer formal or informal is about our relationship with god the authors write somewhere deep inside
us resides the experience of being so deeply connected to god that we long to express the wonder of that relationship we pray because
we can and must honor the ways you were taught to pray while expanding your understanding to include new ways to pray topics
covered include how do you pray images of god praying by heart praying with music praying by gaze praying with our bodies
scriptural prayer contemplative prayer praying with and for others prayer and social transformation
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Essence of Prayer 2006 reflections on different aspects of prayer
The Path of Prayer 1992 many contemporary philosophers assume that before one can discuss prayer the question of whether there is a
god or not must be settled in this title first published in 1965 d z phillips argues that to understand prayer is to understand what is
meant by the reality of god beginning by placing the problem of prayer within a philosophical context phillips goes on to discuss such
topics as prayer and the concept of talking prayer and dependence superstition and the concept of community this is a fascinating
reissue that will be of particular value to students with an interest in the philosophy of religion prayer and religious studies more
generally
The Concept of Prayer (Routledge Revivals) 2014-02-04 how to pray a spiritual gem that has remained popular for over 100 years
beginning with the importance of prayer torrey s practical guidebook covers the how when and most importantly the why of praying
an excellent devotional resource for any christian library
How to Pray 2012-07-11 universally the power of prayer has been recognized by many cultures for immeasurable time whether it be a
part of a formal service recited with a congregation of worshipers or an individual quiet moment prayer is part of the lives of people
from a variety of religions there seems to be an innate urge among humanity to connect with a higher source of energy and love
when we need guidance or direction and this is called prayer by reading the prayers from religions such as buddhism hinduism
christianity and islam from cultures in africa india egypt and china we begin to share the sense of a common experience the deepest
inner feelings and longings are similar concern for family assistance in healing a longing for peace or a wish for greater wisdom for
some people prayer can be thought of as a way to ask for specific goals or special favors this type of prayer may or may not be effective
another type of prayer exists when all selfish desire is put aside and we feel ourselves in communion with god at this point our greatest
wish is that god s will be done there may be pressing concerns that make us turn our sights upward but we learn to let go of the end
result at this point prayer becomes a way of opening up to the universal loving creative energy that exists and is far greater than any
person could imagine this is the source of miracles of faith and unconditional love prayer then becomes more than a means to an end it
becomes a state of humility and of awe it can exist whether we are washing the floor or composing a symphony prayer is communion
with the divine a universal loving creative force that exists in a variety of ways for people around the world this book brings together
an inspirational collection of prayer suitable for all ages and traditions in addition it offers insight and guidance about the nature of
prayer that will be useful for the serious seeker
The School of Prayer 1963 the praying believer is the confident believer but the fasting believer is the overcoming believer this book
is designed to inspire readers to tap into god s power and change their lives their cities and their nation
Power Of Prayer Around The World 2009-07-23 excerpt from the enrichment of prayer it is hoped that this collection of prayers and
meditations may be of help to those who want to learn to pray we have to learn to pray in the heart of the youngest there is an instinct
of prayer a longing for god and a reaching out of our nature to god prayer is as much of an instinct as breathing it is breathing the vital
sustaining breath of the soul it is of little value therefore to argue with a man that he ought to pray all men do pray or at least did so in
youth before they stifled their natural desire for fellowship with god but much of this kind of prayer is crude and uninformed there is
an infinite difference between this and christian prayer as revealed to us in our lord jesus christ it is well to remember that he who
knew more about prayer than anyone did not argue about prayer he prayed when the disciples saw jesus pray they recalled their own
wandering superficial selfish resultless prayers and they came to him in private with the earnest request lord teach us to pray about
the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
The Hidden Power of Prayer and Fasting 1998 complete edition of the weapon of prayer by edward m bounds this is a short and
impactful classic on prayer and bounds last published prayer book for the layman read with an open heart this book is helpful to read
again and again at various stages of life prayer is an absolute necessity to the proper carrying on of god s work god has made it so no
student of thought should be without this historic book this edition is provided in a slim volume with full text at an affordable price
table of contents 1 prayer essential to god 3 2 putting god to work 6 3 the necessity for praying men 11 4 god s need of men who pray
14 5 prayerless christians 16 6 praying men at a premium 19 7 the ministry and prayer 22 8 prayerlessness in the pulpit 27 9 prayer
equipment for preachers 31 10 the preacher s cry pray for us 35 11 modern examples of prayer 38 12 modern examples of prayer
continued 43
The Work of Prayer 2012-05-05 is there true power in prayer does god really change events in response to the prayers of believers
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explore prayer at work in america and around the world during the past 500 years and know for certain that the incredible power of
prayer is still alive today the book includes study questions for both adults and youth
The Enrichment of Prayer 2015-06-25 stormie omartian s bestselling the power of a praying series more than 28 million copies sold is
rereleased with fresh new covers and new material to reach a still growing market of readers eager to discover the power of prayer for
their lives stormie shares some of her most loved prayers in a small edition that you can keep on hand for quick conversations with god
to lift up your wife the areas of her commitment to god health priorities motherhood faith prayers from the power of a praying
husband serve as the perfect starting point in asking for god s wisdom for and blessing on your marriage you will appreciate these
concise heartfelt ways to pray for your wife and your life together
The Weapon of Prayer 2020-07-29 the answer to your need is locked in prayer while prayer has not been a hot topic for many
christians it is the most substantive course one could ever enroll in i haven t met a person who didn t want to be better i haven t
spoken to an individual who didn t want to have the best job and the best spouse attend the best school and experience the best life but
in our attempt to have the best we often look to people to give us what only prayer can give we look for things that can only be
received via spiritual transfer what we really need is prayer pastor john hannah shares insights on how prayer is the most under
utilized tool in the treasure chest of christianity and it is a must have just pray explores the call the seat and the warfare of prayer
when you finish this book not only will you have practical tools to improve your prayer life but also an encyclopedia of benefits that
will help you to experience your best life now this book will show you how to deepen and intensify your prayer life and gain wisdom
on how to access heaven on earth in powerful and yet practical ways
The Incredible Power of Prayer 1997-11 increase your happiness through faith and spirituality prayer takes many forms sitting in
silence walking mediation using prayer beads or folding your hands every night and talking to god are all forms of prayer if you want
something different in your life you must pray a different prayer we are constantly communing with the divine throughout our daily
lives even in the most ordinary activities the woman s book of prayer will show you all the ways you can pray so that you can find the
methods that work for you draw inspiration from a variety of sources comprised of both mindfulness meditations prayer practices and
selections of sacred texts poems and blessings the woman s book of prayer by becca anderson author of prayers for hard times and every
day thankful gathers words of encouragement comfort and sustenance for women from peace pilgrim to psalms to dolly parton this
collection of power thoughts and purposeful prayers will help you get inspired and more importantly stay inspired change your life by
changing your prayer author becca anderson credits her recovery from a serious illness to the power of daily prayer but she had to
change the way she prayed and set off on an exploration of the myriad methods people use and uncovering the world s best prayers
the woman s book of prayer shows how to change your life by changing your prayer by carefully and consciously choosing affirming
thoughts and deliberately looking for blessings at every opportunity you will literally create a new life for yourself the woman s book
of prayer will help you discover how to focus on what you do want not what you don t want learn how to make your prayers positive
and affirming find out how to get more of what you want in your life
The Power of a Praying® Husband Book of Prayers 2014-02-01 have you ever wondered how prayer works have you ever wished
you were better at praying have you ever been at a loss for words to pray this is not a book that attempts to answer all your questions
on prayer on the contrary the author acknowledges upfront that prayer is a mystery for which there is no magic formula there are
biblical principles that teach much about prayer and god s spiritual spokespersons have offered insight but god is god and prayer is in
the realm of his unfathomable ways and workings rather this is a book that invites you to come alongside the author and delve into the
practice of prayer it contains reflections on varied prayer matters that are based on exploring principles about prayer and trying various
ways to pray it is the fruit of the author s entreating god to teach her to pray since much of this entreating occurred while walking
with her son through his cancer battle and now as she grieves his passing the author s insights are presented as one questioning pilgrim
desiring to help another the book s premise is that we do not have to understand prayer to pray we learn to pray by praying the more
we pray the more natural praying therefore becomes hence suggestions and tools are offered to facilitate praying whether you are
relatively experienced with prayer brand new or somewhere in between you are invited to ponder these prayer matters and to
implement those suggestions for doing prayer that appeal to you because ultimately while we may not know the intricate workings of
prayer this side of heaven one thing we do know is prayer matters
The Art of Praying 1995-10 corporate prayer and more specifically intercessory prayer are vitally needed today as lance lambert stated
i do not believe there had ever been a time in our history when we needed to know more about this matter of intercession we need to
hear the cry of god i sought for a man to stand in the gap and to build the wall but i found none therefore have i poured out my
indignation upon the land this book should be read by any company of believers who are burdened to pray together and are willing to
lay their lives down
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Just Pray 2021-04-20 prayer has to do with the entire man prayer takes in man in his whole being mind soul and body it takes the
whole man to pray and prayer affects the entire man in its gracious results as the whole nature of man enters into prayer so also all that
belongs to man is the beneficiary of prayer all of man receives benefits in prayer the whole man must be given to god in praying the
largest results in praying come to him who gives himself all of himself all that belongs to himself to god
The Power of Prayer and the Prayer of Power 1924 prayer is your lifeline as a child of god in a world full of chaos and darkness it is
imperative that a child of god acknowledge the life of prayer and commit to such where theres prayer theres peace when you know
that the god who cares for you has not only heard the cry of your heart but has committed to answer you your life becomes stress free
the art of prayer is a book that will revolutionise your prayer life this book reveals the mysteries of god concerning prayer in a way
that every believer can understand after reading this book and applying the lessons in it you will have confidence that the lord hears
you when you pray you will begin to walk in victory as the answers to your prayers begin to manifest around you
The Woman's Book of Prayer 2019-01-15 devotional commentary on effective prayer that will enhance personal prayer lives and lead
to a deeper understanding of prayer and who god is this book is the tool needed to show how prayer life can produce results copyright
libri gmbh all rights reserved
Prayer Matters 2017-12-20 do you ever sit down to pray and struggle to find the right words you want to spend time with god but you
don t know where to begin 365 days of prayer for women is a beautiful book of topically arranged guided prayers and complementary
scriptures that will enhance your prayer life and offer you peace joy and strength every day god hears your voice when you direct it
to him he will step into every struggle and be your very present help in trouble he will give you the words to say even when you
find yourself lacking he is able also to save forever those who draw near to god through him since he always lives to make intercession
for them hebrews 7 25 nasb
The School of Prayer 2016-10-03 among the many works by edward mckendree bounds on devotional prayer the essentials of prayer is
the most practical serving as a how to save your soul through prayer guide this is an indispensable resource for believers with a desire
to grant prayer a larger role in their lives
The Concept of Prayer 1965 we invite you to make a difference in just 10 minutes a day join thousands as we lift up a prayer shield
over the church your community state nation and the world the world that god loves add your prayer shield of faith over our land in
2016 the first edition of 50 days of prayer was published and distributed it has been written by 14 christian authors you will notice
different personalities and passion arise in each prayer some are prayer leaders and some are pastors we asked our authors from around
the state to incorporate the scripture into each prayer what you have before you is a powerful tool that will lead you to pray for topics
that impact you but likely you never thought to pray for the word does not return void but accomplishes that for which he sent it
isaiah 55 11 you will see the paraphrased word woven throughout this book so believe that your prayer will make a difference because
it will this is very exciting in 2019 we felt the lord was calling us to enlarge the prayer territory our 50 days of prayer team began to
work with pray oregon to build a prayer shield over oregon and the nation the goal is that on the first of every month more counties
will begin 50 days of prayer this raises a continuous prayer shield over our state and nation all year long as new communities are added
eventually every state will be bathed in continuous prayer this prayer can spread like wildfire the fire of god to bring healing to our
people and nation if each church catches the fire of his love to lift up passionate prayer over our people and land we can expect a
sweeping move of god so let s do it give 10 minutes to bring yourself and your family to god s throne of grace to find help for our
people use this book as a launch pad to pray what god puts on your heart go for it and thank you for praying linda hanratty president of
tillamook county wide prayer team you can use this book by yourself but it is often used by communities for specific prayer campaigns
for 50 days communities are encouraged to use a prayer guide that contains info to go with many of the 50 days such as statistics or the
names of office holders so that your prayers can be more specific for each day we can provide your team with a template and
instructions so that you can provide a reading guide for everyone who is participating in your 50 days of prayer campaign we can even
produce a custom book and reading guide for your community if you like you can find out how to do this at our web site as listed on
the forward page in the book you are encouraged to share this book and information on how a community can use it for concentrated
periods of prayer with any prayer leaders that you know terry blaser 50 days of prayer
The Essentials of Prayer 2024-03-26 the only comprehensive guide to the prayer life of jesus prayer was essential to jesus yet many
christians only know the lord s prayer unaware of the rich fertile prayer life he had while on earth with warmth and keen insight
janet holm mchenry takes you on an engaging vivid journey through the 14 recorded prayers jesus prayed as well as his teachings on
prayer and his prayer practices no matter our backgrounds or ideas about how when and why we should talk to god we can learn from
jesus s simple vulnerable examples this unique comprehensive guide to the prayer life of jesus provides background context and a
detailed look at each one of the prayers of jesus along with reflection questions and scripture based prayers as we follow his example
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and take our problems to him we will like him grow closer to the father and find strength for our everyday challenges
The Art of Prayer 2017-04 2014 reprint of 1924 edition full facsimile of the original edition not reproduced with optical recognition
software reuben archer torrey 1856 1928 was an american evangelist pastor educator and writer this is a classic text on tapping the
power of god through prayer topics include the freedom peace and security available through communication with god how to pray
who can pray what interferes with prayer and how these hindrances can be overcome what prayer can do for a person or a nation
why pray no other book so clearly outlines the positives of prayer the prerequisites to prayer the purpose of prayer or the power of
prayer
The Practice of Prayer 1971 anyone who prays or has tried to pray and given up in discouragement knows praying really praying is
not easy praying consistently seems almost impossible too often and too easily prayer becomes a burden one more item on an already
overcrowded to do list failing to pray becomes a source of guilt and stress as we must once again admit our inconstancy and
procrastination to our father confessor yet our lord said come to me all of you who are heavy laden and i will give you rest my burden
is easy and my yoke is light matt 11 30 the purpose of this book then is not to add to the burden but to ease it by distilling the advice
and experience of those who pray
365 Days of Prayer for Women 2019-02-05 prayer is the key that unlocks all the storehouses of god s infinite grace and power all that
god is and all that god has is at the disposal of prayer but we must use the key
The Essentials of Prayer 2020-12-11 what is prayer the question is rather straightforward but with a bit of consideration you might find
there is no easy answer in why people pray rabbi mordecai schreiber examines this elusive nature of prayer as well as the history of
formal prayer and how it has been shaped and continues to be shaped by an era of unprecedented globalization at the heart of why
people pray is that very question why do we pray what is it that compels us to have faith or to give it up why do we continue to
believe in a higher power in spite of discrimination conflict illness and loss rabbi schreiber s book introduces a fascinating new
supposition that people of all faiths and all nationalities could conceivably find ways to pray together using prayers that are universal to
all while simultaneously preserving the integrity of each individual faith he proposes a new approach to prayer in which the spiritual
adherents of the world s religions come together to formulate a universal expression of prayer that does not replace existing creeds but
rather transcends all creeds and gives voice to humanity s yearning for peace freedom and social justice
50 Days of Prayer 2020-04-17 over seven million people have purchased bruce wilkinson s the prayer of jabez as a result the book has
reached the number one spot on the new york times and usa today s best seller lists in addition to the cba best seller list the prayer of
jabez highlights the remarkable prayer of a little known bible character and has in effect impacted millions of people across the world
for christ now author hank hanegraaff hopes to take these newly energized praying people to the next level in understanding the
mystery of prayer by delving into the prayers of jesus christ the cornerstone of the christian faith readers will learn jesus seven fold
secret of prayer in just one hour readers will embark upon a truly exhilarating expedition that could radically change their prayer lives
forever
The Complete Guide to the Prayers of Jesus 2018-06-05 many christians question why they can t overcome sin and temptation and
why they don t get answers to their prayers for improved health financial blessings and better relationships best selling author mary k
baxter shares eye opening visions and revelations on the power of prayer her remarkable personal answers to prayer will help you
overcome fears hindrances and failures hear clear direction from god receive healing and freedom from addictions live the life you
were meant to live experience divine power daily discover the keys to powerful life changing breakthroughs in prayer today
The Power of Prayer and the Prayer of Power 2014-04
When You Pray 2017
The Power of Prayer and the Prayer of Power 2020-05
A Brief History of the Joint Use of Precompos'd Set Forms of Prayer 1708
Why People Pray 2016-06-28
The Prayer of Jesus 2005-10-09
The Gift of Prayer 1995
A Divine Revelation of Prayer 2008-06-19
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